freestanding shield
assembly & care instructions

1

Two people recommended
for assembly.

Remove all items from the carton and check for proper contents and quantities. Each Freestanding Shield
includes:

(6) rubber discs
(1) clear acrylic shield

(2) neoprene washers
(2) binding posts

(2) clear acrylic feet

2

Your Shield was inspected and carefully packed. If it arrived cracked or broken, it is likely due to poor
handling during shipping. Report immediately to 3branch who will assist you with a shipping claim. Call
877.899.9902.

3

OPTIONAL: Install 3 non-skid rubber discs on the bottom of the feet with one in the center and one at
each end.

4

Remove the protective coating sheets from both sides of the panels and lay clear acrylic panels on a
work surface with the panel slots extending over the edge.

5

Slide the slots on the feet into the slots on the panel until the two pieces connect.

6

With a 2nd person, grasp the feet and one side of the panel and rotate the top of the panel up, then set
the Shield upright on the work surface. The assembled Shield should always be moved by 2 people.

**For ganging and care instructions, see back..
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assembly & care instructions - continued

7

OPTIONAL: Gang two or more shields together. Lay second Shield panel over the first and align the two ganging
holes along the side. Use two binding posts and one neoprene washer in each of the two ganging holes to
connect the two panels.

8

OPTIONAL: Install 3 non-skid rubber discs on the bottom of the feet with one in the center and one at
each end.

9

Slide the slots on the feet into the slots on the panel until the two pieces connect.

10

With a 2nd person, grasp the feet and one side of the panel and rotate the top of the panel up, then set
the Shield upright on the work surface. The assembled Shield should always be moved by 2 people.

care instructions
Clean with a damp, soft cloth only. For major cleaning, use Novus No. 1 cleaning solution. DO NOT use window
cleaning sprays, scouring tools, acetone, benzene, alcohol, or lacquer thinner for cleaning.
Hairline fractures are normal and may occur with use. They do not affect functionality or product aesthetics.
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